
For Love and Country: Romantic Nationalisms	

Dr. Mullen	

Paper 2	

due Thursday, November 7 by 2:00 pm	
!
Respond to one of the following prompts:	
!
1) In “A Vindication of the Rights of Woman,” Mary Wollstonecraft argues that women “are 

treated as a kind of subordinate being, and not as a part of the human species” (171).  
Explain this simile, and then make an argument about how Wollstonecraft’s approach to 
the rights of woman, which criticizes how civilization obscures and constrains women’s 
natural abilities, might illuminate the role of gender in either The Wild Irish Girl or 
Frankenstein.	
!

2) In Orientalism, Edward Said argues that “Orientalism was ultimately a political vision of 
reality whose structure promoted the difference between the familiar (Europe, the West, 
‘us’) and the strange (the Orient, the East, ‘them’)” (883).  By doing so, he shows how 
power emerges from relationships that define the unfamiliar in terms of the familiar, or 
describes ‘the other’ in terms of ‘the self.’  Using Said’s argument as a starting point for 
your own analysis, make an argument about how either The Wild Irish Girl or Frankenstein 
represent the relationship between ‘the self’ and ‘the other.’	
!

3) Both The Wild Irish Girl and Frankenstein adopt elements of the epistolary novel to tell their 
story.  The Wild Irish Girl begins with an exchange of letters, Horatio’s letters narrate the 
novel’s plot, and the conclusion shifts to the third-person point of view.  In Frankenstein, 
Walton’s letters introduce the story, and then the novel moves to both Frankenstein’s and 
the creature’s oral accounts.  Drawing on specific details from both novels, make an 
argument about the importance of narrative perspective in these novels.  You might 
consider how the first-person point of view conveys the value of first-hand experience, how 
it represents romantic feelings, or why it ultimately breaks down in both of these novels 
(but you can certainly focus on different effects and consequences of narrative 
perspective!).	
!

4) Both The Wild Irish Girl and Thomas Moore’s poetry locate authentic Ireland in the past, 
even as they remain hopeful about Ireland’s future.  Comparing and contrasting The Wild 
Irish Girl’s representation of Ireland with one of Thomas Moore’s poem’s representation of 
Ireland, make an argument about the role of loss and nostalgia in literary representations of 
Ireland.   	
!

What is an argument? 	

An argument is an attempt to persuade an audience. You never need to persuade your readers 
of what they already know—which means that an argument will be weak if it is obvious. 
Similarly, you don’t want to try to persuade an audience of something that’s clearly untrue or 
easy to contradict. Your aim is to find a thesis that is both subtle and convincing—an 
interpretation that helps to enlighten you and your readers about the work of literature.	
!



A good argument will almost certainly have the following characteristics:	

1) It will begin with an intriguing and cogent thesis. The most interesting thesis statements 

often make a surprising or thought-provoking connection (between two ideas or images, for 
example).	


2) The argument will be clear and coherent, following a single line of reasoning.	

3) There will be evidence from the text to support every single claim.	

4) Every paragraph will help to strengthen or refine the thesis in a clear and interesting way.	
!
Challenges:	


1. Move beyond cliché	

2. Use specific, concrete details from both of the texts	

3. Consider literary form—explain how the text conveys its meaning	

4. Be thoughtful about your language	

5. Demonstrate critical thinking	
!

The dirty details:	

Your essay should be:	


• 4-6 pages long	

• written in 12 point font	

• double-spaced	

• email your final draft to me as a pdf at mary.mullen@ttu.edu	
!

It should have:	

• 1 inch margins	

• your name on it, and a title (no need for a title page!)


